Scale factor worksheets 7th grade with answers

Improve your students' math skills and help them learn how to calculate fractions, percentages, and more with these word problems. The exercises are designed for students in the seventh grade, but anyone who wants to get better at math will find them useful. The sections below contain two-word problem worksheets for students, in section Nos. 1
and 3. For ease of grading, identical worksheets, including the answers, are printed in section Nos. 2 and 4. More detailed explanations of some of the problems are also provided within the sections. Find out what birthday cakes, grocery stores, and snowballs have in common with these fun word problems. Practice calculating fractions and
percentages with problems such as: When the birthday cake was about to be served, you were told you could have 0.6, 60%, 3/5, or 6%. Which three of the choices will give you the same size portion? Explain to students that the correct answer is .6, 60%, and 3/5 because all of these equal 60 percent, or six out of 10, or 60 parts out of 100. By
contrast, 6 percent means just that: only six pennies out of 100, six parts out of a 100, or six tiny slivers of cake out of 100. Find the solutions to the word problems that students tackled in the first math worksheet. The second problem, and answer, state: Problem: 4/7 of the birthday cake was eaten on your birthday. The next day your dad ate 1/2 of
what was left. You get to finish the cake, how much is left? Answer: 3/14 If students are struggling, explain that they can easily find the answer by multiplying fractions as follows, where "C" stands for the portion of cake that is left. They first need to determine how much cake was left after the birthday Then they need to see what fraction was left the
next day after dad gobbled up some more of the cake: C = 3/7 x 1/2C = 3 x 1 / 7 x 2C = 3 / 14 So 3/14 of the cake was left over after dad had a snack the next day. Have students learn how to calculate a rate of return and how to divide a large area into smaller lots with these math problems. To help students, go over the first problem as a class: Sam
loves basketball and can sink the ball in the net 65% of the time. If he takes 30 shots, how many will he sink? Explain to students that they simply need to convert 65% to a decimal (0.65), and then multiply that number by 30. Find the solutions to the word problems students have tackled in the second math worksheet. For the first problem,
demonstrate how to work out the solution if students are still having difficulty, where "S" equals shots made: So Sam made 19.5 shots. But since you can't make half a shot, Sam made 19 shots if you don't round up. Normally, you'd round up decimals five and greater to the next whole number, which would be 20 in this case. But in this rare case, you'd
round down because, as noted, you can't make half a shot. Discover the world of geometry with these worksheets for 1st-grade students. These 10 worksheets will teach children about the defining attributes of common shapes and how to draw them in two dimensions. Practicing these basic geometry skills will prepare your student for more advanced
mathematics in the grades ahead. Deb Russell Print the PDF Learn to distinguish between squares, circles, rectangles, and triangles with this worksheet. This introductory exercise will help young students learn to draw and identify the basic geometric forms. Deb Russell Print the PDF Can you guess the mystery shapes with these clues? Find out how
well you can remember basic forms with these seven word puzzles. Deb Russell Print the PDF Practice your shape-identification skills with some help from Mr. Funny Shape Man. This exercise will help students learn to distinguish between basic geometric shapes. Deb Russell Print the PDF Find the shapes and color them in! This worksheet will help
youngsters practice their counting skills and their coloring talent while learning to distinguish shapes of various sizes. Deb Russell Print the PDF Each of these 12 animals is different, but you can draw an outline around each of them. First-graders can work on their shape-drawing skills with this fun exercise. Deb Russell Print the PDF Cut and sort
basic shapes with this fun hands-on activity. This worksheet builds on early exercises by teaching students how to organize shapes. Deb Russell Print the PDF Find all the triangles and draw a circle around them. Remember the definition of a triangle. In this exercise, youngsters must learn to distinguish between real triangles and other forms that
merely resemble them. Deb Russell Print the PDF Time to explore the classroom with this exercise. Take a look around your classroom and look for objects that resemble the shapes you've been learning about. Deb Russell Print the PDF This worksheet gives students a chance to get creative as they use their knowledge of geometry to create simple
drawings. Deb Russell Print the PDF This final worksheet will challenge youngsters' thinking skills as they use their new geometry knowledge to solve word problems. With the release of Zoom's new feature, Immersive View, Zoom looks and feels more elementary than ever. While you may not hear the excuse that the dog ate the homework, people
are still showing up late, passing notes, and raising their hands to speak. In many ways, Zoom is making professional workplaces reminiscent of childhood school spaces.As Zoom's stock hits a plateau, following a major drop months ago, it seems Zoom isn't just failing to innovate in a meaningful way; it isn't making the grade when it comes to
developing a professional-use tool. While other platforms, including social networks such as Clubhouse, are building innovative stages to fuel virtual collaboration, Zoom is virtually bringing us back to middle school.The Immersive View background attempts to make it look as though everyone on the call is in a room together. Even if you don't choose
the classroom with participants seated in rows of desks, it's still a bad look--and a poor use of developmental resources. The average person's camera hits them from the shoulders up, so superimposing people so it looks like they're sitting at a virtual table makes it look like they're sitting on the floor.Quick fix: Pass on the silly Immersive View until
Zoom can get the right tech to make it work. People frequently show up late to Zoom calls. And you can't really blame them. Professionals often have packed schedules with back-to-back meetings. And when one meeting is scheduled to end at the same time another is scheduled to begin, there's simply no way you can arrive at the meeting before its
starting time--unless your previous meeting happens to end early,Quick fix: Just as school schedules have built-in time between classes, give your staff time between Zoom calls by adopting Google Calendar's "speedy meeting" approach. The art of passing notes has lost its touch. No longer do we need to pretend we're taking notes while really having
private conversations with classmates; now you can simply send a private message and have a complete, text-style conversation during your work meeting. Of course, just don't make the grave mistake of sending what's meant to be a private message to everyone.Additionally, there's the public chat function, which is the virtual equivalent to talking to
classmates during class. On the one hand, you have to respect the transparency, and on the other, you have to assume it's not exactly appreciated by the person who is currently speaking.Quick fix: Set some expectations (e.g., use the chat function to do things like clap/applaud). Chances are people have questions, but the more participants there are
on a call, the less likely people are to want to talk, ask questions, and interact. Professionals respect others' time and may not want to broach a question that is very specific to them and their position. So rather than forcing others to sit through the answer to their question, they hold off.Quick fix: Use a post-meetings survey where participants can ask
questions directly to the host. If you didn't realize that Zoom has a hand raise feature, you're not alone. It's not particularly popular--and for good reason. Raising your hand to speak will take you right back to your school days. And so, in the absence of raising your hand, professionals are left waiting to pounce at the next split-second opportunity to
jump in and speak. If you're not the only one making such an attempt, you'll likely end up in that awkward dance of "you go," "no, you go."Quick fix: Looking at Zoom directly on this one: Do better. Teens and preteens aren't exactly known for paying the best attention, and in reality, neither are adults. Even in an in-person meeting, we may be
daydreaming about what we're going to have for dinner, whether a bill was paid, or what items we forgot to add to our Amazon shopping cart. But in a Zoom meeting, we can literally browse recipes, pay a bill, and shop on Amazon.Quick fix: Make calls more engaging by making them more collaborative and interactive. When the moment comes that
the Zoom call is officially over, people scramble to exit the call, the way students dart toward the door when the bell rings. In a virtual environment, it's the moment that you see faces falling off the screen. As you attempt to not be the last one left, you view everyone who's disengaged after saying bye and looking for the "leave meeting" button. Quick
fix: The host can end the meeting for all. While innovative companies would enhance their technology to skip a grade--or the schoolhouse altogether, Zoom has ignored its growing number of U.I. issues and has focused instead on something no one really has a problem with: the fact that virtual calls are, well, virtual. Instead of leveraging the power of
videoconferencing, which puts technology quite literally at the fingertips of professionals, it seems to view its biggest opportunity as a threat.In the process, it's turning its misguided fears into reality by making virtual calls actually feel more virtual--not less. Zoom is missing the mark and failing to make progress in its failure to solve real problems.
Between its uninspired innovations, lack of focus, and declining stocks, it will be no surprise if Zoom gets kept back after this year.
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